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Abstract
In this paper we propose a novel data augmentation approach where guided outputs of a language generation model, e.g. GPT-2, when labeled, can improve the performance of text
classifiers through an active learning process.
We transform the data generation task into
an optimization problem which maximizes
the usefulness of the generated output, using
Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) as the optimization strategy and incorporating entropy as
one of the optimization criteria. We test our
approach against a Non-Guided Data Generation (NGDG) process that does not optimize
for a reward function. Starting with a small
set of data, our results show an increased performance with MCTS of 26% on the TREC6 Questions dataset, and 10% on the Stanford
Sentiment Treebank SST-2 dataset. Compared
with NGDG, we are able to achieve increases
of 3% and 5% on TREC-6 and SST-2.

1

Introduction

Active learning (AL) is a well applied approach in
areas where unlabeled data is abundantly available,
but labels are either scarce or costly to obtain (Settles, 2009). In AL, a classifier is improved upon
through an iterative learning process; at each cycle,
a subset of the original dataset with the most informative examples is selected to be labeled, typically
by a human expert, before it is then added to the
existing training data (Settles, 2009).
Previous active learning research on textual data
to our knowledge has always assumed the availability of datasets containing large pools of unlabeled
data. In cases where the available data is insufficient for active learning, the burden is transferred
to the data collection process, where additional
∗
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data must either be manually created, or collected
from real world interactions. One strategy for creating data is to transform existing examples in certain ways in order to produce new data items and
hence increase the size of the training dataset. This
approach has been applied successfully in computer vision for example, by manipulating existing images while preserving the label to create
additional data points (Shorten and Khoshgoftaar,
2019). However, in NLP, augmenting data is a
very difficult task due to the complex nature of
language (Wei and Zou, 2019). In this paper we
assume a real-life scenario where the data at hand
is insufficient for running a typical active learning
algorithm. We introduce a method that enables us
to automatically generate artificial text examples
that complement an existing dataset. Our approach
minimizes the human factor in data creation by automating the process through a guided searching
procedure.
Once a set of examples is generated, it is required
to be manually labeled before it is added to the original training set. The classifier is then retrained on
the new, augmented training set. This procedure
is repeated multiple times until the desired performance is either achieved or until performance no
longer improves. We do this in active learning cycles, where only a subset of the generated data is
used; this involves selecting examples in terms of
how much information they would add to an existing classifier. In our experiments we use entropy
as a measure of informativeness.
As our aim is to find the most informative examples, we tackle this problem by applying a search
approach. Given that text examples are generated
from an extremely large number of possible combinations, we apply the Monte Carlo Tree Search
MCTS algorithm (Browne et al., 2012) to limit the
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search space. Here MCTS is expected to guide a
language generation model to output informative
examples. In this context, MCTS assigns values
to previously generated examples using a scoring
function that incorporates the learning classifier of
the previous active learning cycle, starting with a
baseline classifier trained on the initial dataset for
the first active learning run. In our experiments,
we test MCTS with two different scoring functions:
one that only measures the uncertainty of the generated examples through entropy, and another that
combines the measure of uncertainty with a measure of diversity by computing the cosine similarity
of every newly generated example with the previous content. These scores determine the text
premise that is passed to the language model when
generating newer examples.
We compare MCTS to Non-Guided Data Generation (NGDG), an approach where the knowledge
of the learning classifier is not involved in the data
generation process. Here, for each newly generated example, the text premise is always a token
representing the beginning of a sentence, <bos>.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows; Section 2 provides a background as well as an
overview of related literature. Section 3 describes
the proposed approach. Section 4 presents the experiments which were carried out. Section 5 gives
conclusions and plans for future work.

2
2.1

Background
Active Learning

In this paper we consider the pool-based AL model,
a commonly adapted approach in text classification
problems (Hu et al., 2016; Krithara et al., 2006;
Tong and Koller, 2001; Nigam and McCallum,
1998). This approach assumes the availability of all
the data from the beginning of the process. We start
with a set of data SD , where a large pool of it is
unlabeled SU , leaving only a small subset SL with
labels l1 , l2 , .., ln ∈ L . Hence, SD = SU + SL . A
classifier is first trained on SL . Then, at each AL
iteration, a selection strategy is applied to select
a pool of data SP from SU to be labeled by the
expert. Examples in SP are chosen on the basis
of being the most informative of SU , such that, if
added to the training data, an improvement in the
classifier’s performance is to be expected.
As described by Yoo and Kweon (2019); Siddiqui et al. (2019), there are three main selection strategies that can be applied to obtain SP :

uncertainty-based approaches, diversity-based approaches, and expected model change. In an
uncertainty-based selection strategy, the active
learner chooses the examples that it is most uncertain about. This assumes a probabilistic framework
where the learner predicts a probability distribution
P = (p1 , p2 , ..., pn ) for labels L = (l1 , l2 , ..., ln )
for a given example ei ∈ SU . In a binary classification setting, Lewis et al. presume that the
most uncertain examples have a posterior probability closest to 0.5 for any label li ∈ {0, 1}∀i
(Lewis and Gale, 1994; Lewis and Catlett, 1994).
In a multi-class setting, a selection strategy could
choose examples with the lowest posterior probability or be based on entropy (eq. 5) as in (Hwa, 2004;
Settles and Craven, 2008; Joshi et al., 2009). Given
that the difference in degree of certainty for similar examples can be small, uncertainty selections
are prone to return similar examples (Wang et al.,
2017). To address this issue, some works incorporate measures to exploit the diversity information
of the examples in the selection process (Sener and
Savarese, 2017; Wang et al., 2017; Sinha et al.,
2019). Finally, expected-model change selects examples that would cause the greatest change to a
model’s output if their labels were known (Freytag
et al., 2014; Roy and McCallum, 2001; Settles et al.,
2008). This approach however, can be computationally expensive for big data and large feature
spaces (Settles, 2009). Hence, this approach has
not been very successful with deep learning models
(Siddiqui et al., 2019).
In sum, research on active learning has focused
on applications where a large pool of unlabeled
data already exists. However, we are interested
in real-life scenarios where this data may not be
available. Other approaches such as Snorkel1 use
heuristics to generate data (Ratner et al., 2017) but
this can prove impractical for text. In this paper
we consider the case were the number of available
data SD is extremely small, so that typical active
learning approaches become inapplicable due to
the absence of SU . Our aim is to generate synthetic
data for SU that can then be queried by an active
learning algorithm to select an informative subset
SP for labeling. The selection process we apply
can be classed as an uncertainty approach, except
for the Diversity-Based MCTS (described in section 3.1.4) which incorporates a similarity check
that could also be classed as a diversity approach.
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2.2

Language Models

2.3

The year 2018 proved to be an exceptional one
for the NLP community as research shifted rapidly
from pretrained shallow embeddings to more complex pretrained language models adopted from the
computer vision field. This is evident in developments such as Embeddings from Language Models
(ELMO) (Peters et al., 2018), Universal Language
Model Fine-tuning for Text Classification (ULMFIT) (Howard and Ruder, 2018), generative pretraining (Radford et al., 2018), Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT)
(Devlin et al., 2018) and many more.
In the same year, OpenAI released a transformerbased language model, GPT (Radford et al., 2018),
which was trained with a traditional language modeling approach by predicting the next word in a
sequence. In language modeling, the objective is
to estimate the probability of a next token in a sequence conditioned on the context tokens (Bengio
et al., 2003). In a unidirectional training approach
such as GPT-2, the context is the history or past
tokens. The probability of the sequence for tokens
w = w1 , ..., wn can be defined as:
p(w) =

i=n
Y

p(w(i) |w(1) , . . . , w(i−1) )

(1)

i=1

As such, given a set of sentences as input, the objective of the language model is to find the parameters
θ that maximize the log-likelihood:
θ∗ = arg max {log p(w; θ)}

(2)

θ

This training procedure did not give GPT the edge
over other state-of-the-art models like BERT on
classification tasks, possibly due to BERT taking
advantage of a bidirectional architecture. However,
this did not stop OpenAI’s GPT from prevailing
in other departments. As it turns out, compared
to BERT, GPT is able to generate text sequences
of higher quality (Wang and Cho, 2019). In 2019,
OpenAI released a successor, GPT-2 (Radford et al.,
2019) that included slight adjustments to the original GPT model and was trained on larger data
collections. Although its architecture was very similar to its predecessor, GPT-2 presented significant
progress in language generation. The main contribution of GPT-2 was its ability to scale up training
parameters from 110 Million to 1.5 Billion. In our
experiments we were able to achieve satisfactory results with the smallest version of the GPT-2 model;
12 hidden layers and 124M parameters.

Monte Carlo Tree Search MCTS

MCTS is a tree search method that attempts to
find compelling solutions without having to run to
completion. It does so by walking through random
paths in the search space while constructing a tree
using the results of a predefined reward function.
Due its ability to find paths leading to an optimal
solution when the search space is infinitely large,
MCTS has been widely adopted by the AI gaming
community (Arneson et al., 2010; Perez et al., 2013;
Chang et al., 2016).
The longer MCTS runs, the stronger its moves
get. This is because it manages to balance between two main criteria: exploring new search
paths and exploiting paths that have been already
explored. MCTS consists of four major steps: Selection, Expansion, Simulation, and Backpropagation (Chaslot et al., 2008). When applied to board
games, MCTS constructs a tree to determine a winning strategy. In this setting, a node represents a
board position, an edge represents a move, and a
path represents a sequence of moves.
Selection: Starting from a root node R, the algorithm selects a move that leads to a node N that
has no identified children. On the one hand, the selected move could be random, ignoring the scores
of already visited paths; in this case, some paths
are not visited. On the other hand, the selected
move could be completely based on already visited nodes (e.g. by storing average wins for each
node); here, the algorithm might miss other nodes
that could lead to higher win rates. In order to
balance between the benefits of exploration and
exploitation, a selection policy such as the Upper
Confidence Bound (UCB) can be used (Auer et al.,
2002). UCB makes sure that as many nodes as possible are explored while still favouring branches
that are visited more often than their counterparts.
The selection is then done by choosing the nodes
with the highest UCB value. In our implementation, given that the scoring criterion is an entropy
value ranging between 0 and 1, we apply a small
adjustment to the vanilla UCB policy, described in
section 3.1.1:
s
2 × lnSp
Wi
U CB =
+C
(3)
Si
Si
where Wi is the number of simulations generated
from node i which resulted with a win, Si the total
number of simulations generated from node i, Sp
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the total number of simulations generated from the
parent node, and C an exploration parameter.
Expansion: In this phase, a new child node is
added to the node selected in the previous step.
This new node is based on a random selection of
one of the possible moves. The values for this new
node are initialized to 0 wins out of 0 simulations
where Wi = 0 and Si = 0.
Simulation (Roll-out): A simulation is run from
the root node R until a terminal node T is found.
The terminal node will output a value that is then
passed upwards in the backpropagation phase.
Backpropagation: A simulation stops when a
terminal node T is reached. The values for each
node leading to T are then updated by adding 1 to
the number of visits Si and number of wins Wi .
2.4

2019). In the same vein, Wang and Yang (2015)
randomly replace words with neighboring ones
from an embedding space. Kobayashi (2018) uses
a bidirectional language model to randomly replace
words with alternatives. Here the language model
is fed the sentence input excluding the word at position x, to predict an alternative word at position x.
Another word replacement approach is applied by
Wang et al. (2018b) in a machine translation task,
where words in both the source and target sentence
are replaced with other random words. In backtranslation, also known as round-trip translation
(Aiken and Park, 2010), an input text is translated
into an intermediate language and then the result
is translated back to the original language. This
technique is applied in the works of Sennrich et al.
(2015); Aroyehun and Gelbukh (2018).

3

Related Work

In previous work, our group applied a similar
framework to a private dataset, where instead of
GPT-2, a recurrent neural network was used to generate words, and the reward function was solely
based on entropy (Sankarpandi et al., 2019). Furthermore, experiments were based on a much larger
initial training set, and there was an added burden
on the user to manually correct ill-formed outputs.
To our knowledge, the next closest work to ours is
Anaby-Tavor et al. (2019), where GPT-2 and a classifier are applied to generate new weakly-labeled
examples. This process involves fine-tuning GPT2 on existing training examples while providing
the class labels as part of the input. Examples are
then selected and kept as training data based on the
classifier’s confidence score. Kumar et al. (2020)
further explores this approach with different transformer based models (Vaswani et al., 2017) for data
generation. This approach however, relies on GPT2 to provide weak labels as it generates data. It also
does not employ a guided search to generate the
best examples at a given stage. By excluding the
process of generating weak labels, this approach
could be considered analogous to our Non-Guided
Data Generation method in section 4.2.
Other data augmentation work in NLP relies on
generating examples that are simply different forms
of the existing text. Two approaches are word manipulation and the use of back-translations. Word
manipulation involves techniques like randomly
swapping words, replacing words with their synonyms, or deleting random words (Wei and Zou,

Proposed Method

In games, MCTS can be applied to predict moves
in order to counter an opponent’s strategy so that a
winnable state is reached. However, text generation
is more similar to a single player scenario, where
decisions are based on which token to select when
moving from one state to the other.
A language model calculates a probability distribution over a sequence of words. When passing over a stream of text, each vocabulary token
is assigned a probability score for occurring next.
Hence, tokens with higher probability scores are
more likely to appear next in the sequence. In our
setting, we are interested in multiple token candidates for all remaining words in the sequence. To
achieve this we use a top-k sampling scheme as
used by Fan et al. (2018). At each time step, each
token in the vocabulary is assigned a probability
score for coming next in the sequence. To get the
top k candidates, vocabulary tokens are sorted by
their probability scores and anything below the k’th
token is then zeroed out. The probability mass is
then redistributed among the k token candidates.
This process can be modeled as a tree where each
node represents a token linked to k child nodes representing the top k candidate tokens that are likely
to appear next in the sequence. Hence, this is similar to a board game where each board position is
represented by a node: The root node corresponds
to an empty board while a terminal node is where
no further moves can be made. In our setting, we
use a special token for both the root and terminal
nodes. We represent the starting token with <bos>
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and the ending token with <eos>.
As an example, a language model that is finetuned on a survey on pet adoption could be used
to generate the tree of predictions in Figure 1. A
full version of this tree would represent all the possible combinations of text that can be generated
by the language model. In an ideal setting, we
would search this tree for the paths that represent
the most informative examples. However, given
that the tree will grow exponentially as the number
of next token candidates is increased, it would be
computationally expensive to apply a brute force
search algorithm where every path is examined.
For this reason, we apply the Monte Carlo Tree
Search (MCTS) algorithm in the data generation
process, as discussed next.

phase are not stored, we would be left with many
incomplete paths which did not reach a terminal
node (see Figure 1). To account for this, we keep
track of all the simulations without impacting the
selection policy. Thus we still have the same tree as
in Figure 1, but we also have a record of the paths
generated from non-terminal leaf nodes. The Selection, Expansion, Simulation and Backprogation
phases for each MCTS iteration are described in
the following sections.
3.1.1 Selection
The vanilla UCB function is mostly adopted in
strategies where the outcome is chosen from a fixed
set of categorical values, win, lose or tie. The objective is to reach a winnable state with the minimum number of visits. This is reflected in the
UCB equation (eq. 3). By contrast, our purpose is
to maximize the importance of nodes that lead to
higher reward values (section 3.1.4), as shown in
eq. 4, adopted from Chaudhry and Lee (2018):
s
2 × lnSp
(4)
U CB = max(Ni ) + C
Si
where max(Ni ) is the maximum reward at node i,
C is an exploration constant, Si is the total number
of visits to node i, and Pi is the total number of
visits to the parent node for node i.

Figure 1: MCTS traverses down the tree as it creates
paths spanning from the root node <bos> until a terminal node <eos> is reached. Tokens of the same path
form a sentence when concatenated e.g. the path in red.

3.1

MCTS for Data Generation

In a typical MCTS application, a separate tree is
formed for every decision. Applying this to our
approach would require us to build a tree for each
next word in the sequence. This would be computationally expensive due to the overhead of generating candidates and computing reward values.
An alternative would be to construct a single tree
only, while allowing MCTS to run for a longer period. This would result in a tree where each path
is a possible output. However, given the nature of
MCTS where the paths generated in the roll-out

3.1.2 Expansion
Once a node is selected, we add all its immediate
child nodes. These are the allowed moves from a
given state, that is the top k token candidates generated by a language model, given the state’s context
history. Figure 2 illustrates the process. For k = 3,
the context history for the state at the root node
is the token <bos>. When passed to a language
generation model, the words “Where”, “What” and
“Who” are examples of the top three candidates to
follow <bos>. Assume the node “Who” is picked
in the selection phase at i = 1. Its state context
history “<bos> Who” returns the candidate tokens
“discovered”, “is”, and “invented”; these are added
as child nodes in the expansion phase.
3.1.3 Simulation (Roll-out)
A simulation starts from the added child node in the
expansion phase. During this process, a sequence
is generated by picking at random a possible candidate for each next token until a terminal state
is reached. Given that candidate tokens are generated over a probability distribution, we apply a
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Figure 2: A possible MCTS output after 2 iterations

weighted choice method, enforcing non-uniform
randomness. As explained earlier in 3.1, simulations are tracked without affecting the growth of
the tree. Taking this into account, we are able to
modify the value of k for the tokens, without affecting the functionality of MCTS. We will refer to this
as Ks to distinguish it from the K in the expansion
phase. If Ks >> K, we are able to achieve higher
variance in the generated data while maintaining
the width of the tree.
3.1.4

Backpropagation

Once an example is generated, its reward value is
computed. The path of the expanded node is then
updated by backpropagating the reward value and
increasing the number of visits by one.
For the reward function, we implement two variants of MCTS, hereafter referred to as UncertaintyBased MCTS and Diversity-Based MCTS, where
the only difference is in the reward function.
In Uncertainty-Based MCTS, given the learning classifier’s softmax probabilities over the possible class labels, we compute the normalized form
of Shannon’s entropy as shown in eq. 5:
Hn (P ) = −

n
X
i=1

pi logb pi ·

1
logb n

(5)

where P is a set
P of probabilities P = {pi ; i =
1, ..., n}, with ni=1 pi = 1 for n labels, normalized by logb n. We expect meaningless content in
regions of higher entropy, and so limit the search
space to a predefined value for maximum entropy,
θent . Examples with an entropy above this threshold become less important by returning a lowered
reward value (e.g. 0), as shown in eq. 6.
f (xent ) =

(
0,

if xent ≥ θent

xent , otherwise

(6)

where xent is the entropy value for example x, and
θent the entropy cut-off threshold.
In Diversity-Based MCTS, in addition to entropy, we compute the cosine similarity between
each generated candidate and a comparison list initialized with the classifier’s training data. This is
to ensure the diversity of the generated examples.
If the similarity score is above a certain threshold
θsim , the reward for the candidate will be set to 0,
as shown in eq. 7. Conversely, if it is below θsim ,
the candidate is added to the comparison list, so
that future candidates will be penalized if they are
too similar to it.

if xent ≥ θent

0,
if xsim > θsim (7)
f (xent , xsim ) = 0,


xent , otherwise
where xsim is the maximum cosine similarity score
between example x and the comparison list, and
θsim the cosine similarity threshold.
3.2

Data Selection and Active Learning

Once MCTS reaches completion, all leaf nodes
from the final tree are selected. Given that we
have kept track of the generated simulations from
a node, each non-terminal leaf node is now linked
to a generated sequence of text. The final set of
text examples is then sorted by the values from
their corresponding nodes. The top n examples
are selected, labeled by hand and appended to the
original training set. We then retrain the learning
classifier on the new dataset.

4
4.1

Experiments
Datasets

In our experiments, we attempt to emulate real life
scenarios where training data is scarce. So from
each dataset below, we create an initial training set
by randomly selecting a very small subset of the
available training data. We then fine-tune GPT-2 on
the created subset and use our method from section
3 to generate new training examples. Once data is
generated, we label the top n examples, sorted by
the max reward value, as described in 3.2.
We study the effectiveness of our methods on
two different tasks, question classification and sentiment analysis.
Question Classification: For this task we use
the 6-label version of the TREC Questions dataset,
TREC-6 (Li and Roth, 2002). TREC-6 divides
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questions into 6 categories: HUM, DESC, ENTY,
LOC, NUM, and ABBR. From the available training data, we randomly select only 5 examples per
label, making a total of 30 examples for training
the baseline classifier. Evaluation is done over the
provided test set of 500 questions.
Sentiment Analysis: For this task we use
the Stanford Sentiment Treebank SST-2 Dataset
(Socher et al., 2013), with sentiments divided into
2 labels, positive and negative. We use the data split
from the GLUE SST task (Wang et al., 2018a), and
evaluate on the provided development set. From the
available training data, we only select 10 random
examples per label and discard the rest.
4.2

Model Comparison

In our experiments we compare two variants of
MCTS with only a minor difference in the reward
function, one with the effect of θsim as described in
section 3.1.4, and one without its effect. We further
test the effectiveness of MCTS for data augmentation by comparing it to a data generation approach
that does not optimize for a reward value. We refer to this approach as non-guided data generation
(NGDG). Similar to MCTS, NGDG applies a top-k
sampling procedure to generate candidate tokens.
However, unlike MCTS, the selection of the next
token is entirely based on the distribution of the
candidate tokens. This is exactly the same procedure as the simulation phase in MCTS, but instead
of constructing a tree search, simulations are run
independently of one another. To emulate the flexibility of having higher variance over the latter parts
of the generated text in MCTS (section 3.1.3), we
increased k for the number of candidate tokens after the first n output tokens in the sequence. Here
n is fixed at 3 in all our experiments. After the data
is generated, we apply the classifier of the previous
active learning cycle to compute an entropy value
(eq. 5) for each example. Data is then sorted by
the entropy, and the top n examples below θent are
then selected for labeling.
The classifier used for our experiments is a relu
layer neural network with the Universal Sentence
Encoder (USE) for the embedding layer. We implement this classifier using the Keras2 toolkit.
The classifier contains an embedding layer with
512 neurons, a 600-neuron fully-connected dense
layer, a dropout layer with a 0.2 dropout rate,
a softmax activation output and optimized using
2

https://keras.io/

Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014). We fixed the
classifier’s hyper-parameters following a hyperparameter search to a batch-size of 2, 0.0001 learning rate, and trained over 15 epochs.
4.3

Data Generation Parameters

We fix the MCTS UCB policy constant C to 2, θent
to 0.95, and θsim to 0.9 for all experiments. To
achieve fairness in the comparison, when using the
NGDG method (section 4.2), we discard examples
with entropy above θent = 0.95 in the experiments.
4.4

Data Selection

For MCTS, as the learning classifier is part of the
data generation process, the output examples are
already mapped to their reward values and to the
classifier’s predicted labels. For NGDG, however,
because the classifier does not take part in the generation process, it must be applied to the generated
data afterwards, to predict labels and compute values for entropy. After classification, the data is
sorted by entropy (for NGDG) or reward value (for
MCTS), and the labels of the top n examples are
corrected manually. Finally, to limit the effect of
an imbalanced dataset, we restrict the number of
the selected examples xmax , to the first 10 per label. In the event where all labels have more than
10 examples, xmax corresponds to the count of the
label with the least number of examples.
4.5

Experiment 1: TREC-6 Question Data

For this experiment, we fixed the number of simulations at 3000 and the top n examples for labelling
to 50 for both MCTS and NGDG. We set the number of candidate tokens K to 6 and Ks to 20. For
NGDG, K changes from 6 to 20 after the first 3
tokens are generated from the sequence. Table 1
shows the average accuracy achieved over the 6
labels throughout 8 Active Learning runs on the
TREC-6 test set, as well as giving the added number of examples after each AL cycle.
4.6

Experiment 2: SST-2 Sentiment Data

Similar to experiment 1, we kept the number of
simulations at 3000 and top n at 50 for both MCTS
and NGDG. Whereas, we set the number of candidate tokens K = 15 and Ks = 30 for MCTS. In
NGDG, K changes from 15 to 30 after the first 3
tokens are generated. Results are in Table 2.
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AL Run
Start
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

MCTS
Diversity Uncert.
65 (30#) 65 (30#)
68 (48#) 78 (49#)
86 (68#) 82 (52#)
92 (73#) 87 (55#)
91 (76#) 89 (59#)
92 (83#) 91 (71#)
91 (91#) 90 (76#)
90 (94#) 89 (87#)
91 (98#) 90 (94#)

NGDG

AL Run

65 (30#)
78 (47#)
86 (61#)
87 (72#)
88 (83#)
86 (89#)
84 (103#)
84 (113#)
88 (126#)

Start
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Table 1: Classification results after each Active Learning (AL) run for the TREC-6 question classification
task. Before AL, 30 training examples result in 65%
classification accuracy. After AL 1, under DiversityBased MCTS for example, 18 new examples are
added (total 48#), giving 68% accuracy, while under
Uncertainty-Based MCTS (Uncert.), 19 new examples
are added (total 49), giving accuracy 78%. The rest of
the table is analogous.

AL Run
Start
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

MCTS
Diversity Uncert.
73 (20#) 73 (20#)
74 (34#) 77 (34#)
79 (41#) 76 (44#)
79 (50#) 78 (48#)
80 (60#) 80 (54#)
80 (65#) 80 (55#)
80 (79#) 80 (62#)
83 (87#) 80 (64#)
83 (95#) 79 (69#)

4.7

We repeated experiment 2 with the same configurations, except that top n, is now 20 (not 50) for both
MCTS and NGDG. Results are shown in Table 3.
4.8

Discussion

Table 4 shows twelve sentences generated by the
Diversity-Based MCTS. These can give us insights
concerning our approach and the role of GPT-2 in
it. First, consider example 1 in the table (“Why did
Einstein lose a fight with cancer?” – type DESC).
In the initial training set, there is only one mention
of Einstein (“What was Einstein’s IQ?” – NUM),
and one of cancer (“How do doctors diagnose bone
cancer?” – DESC). Nevertheless, example 1 com-

73 (20#)
68 (30#)
75 (41#)
77 (49#)
76 (56#)
81 (60#)
81 (64#)
79 (72#)
80 (77#)

#
1
2
3
4

Example
Why did Einstein lose a fight with cancer?
Why did Lincole Ljungberg retire?
Why was Lorne L. Huntington’s IQ so low?
What are three fundamental principles of
socialism?
5 What is D.C.’s major metropolitan area?
6 When was Antarctica formed?
7 When did animals roam the earth?
8 Where can a geologist find fossils?
9 Where can an electrician find work?
10 How did Moses rule the ancient tribes?
11 How often have animals been killed by car
crashes?
12 Which is Fordham’s largest engineering
college?

73 (20#)
69 (32#)
72 (43#)
75 (55#)
76 (79#)
75 (92#)
76 (103#)
79 (116#)
78 (124#)

Experiment 3: SST-2 Sentiment Data

NGDG

Table 3: Classification results after each AL run for the
SST-2 sentiment analysis task with top n = 20.

NGDG

Table 2: Classification results after each AL run for the
SST-2 sentiment analysis task with top n = 50.

MCTS
Diversity Uncert.
73 (20#) 73 (20#)
77 (26#) 72 (24#)
74 (29#) 74 (27#)
78 (37#) 74 (34#)
79 (43#) 73 (38#)
80 (46#) 76 (39#)
80 (49#) 78 (42#)
81 (52#) 76 (44#)
81 (57#) 78 (45#)

Table 4: Some examples generated on TREC-6 through
the Diversity-Based MCTS for experiment 1.

bines information from two different sentence types
NUM and DESC in a coherent way. Example 3
again demonstrates a form of ‘cross-type’ learning:
The Einstein training sentence above is the only
mention of IQ and is of type NUM. Yet example
3 is a well-formed DESC sentence. For example
4, perhaps the most related training instances are
“What are the four elements?” and “What are the
chemicals used in glowsticks?”. These are asking
for lists but concerning elements and chemicals,
not abstract concepts like socialism.
Interestingly, even though the training set contains no ‘When’ sentences, examples such as 6
and 7 could still be created; because MCTS pushes
GPT-2 to generate novel sentences as it constructs
the tree, those of the form “What kind, when...”
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were created during the path traversal process.
These were then corrected during the labeling stage.
We did not witness this phenomenon with NGDG,
possibly because MCTS is directed by a reward
function that penalizes sentences of low entropy.
This allows MCTS to search through the space of
possible sentence combinations more efficiently.
Concerning the LOC examples 8 and 9, the only
‘Where’ training question is “Where do hyenas
live?”. Yet, in our experiments, we were able to
expand on this by generating additional ‘Where’
questions which are very different from the hyenas
and different from each other: A fossil is something which a geologist might find, while work is
something which an electrician might find. Both
are meaningful, while the sense of ‘find’ in each
is quite distinct. Finally, while the remaining examples in table 4 could not be directly linked to
relevant examples in the training data, this only confirms our purpose of using a pretrained model like
GPT-2 that can make use of its external knowledge
while remaining relevant to the target task.
In summary, by integrating GPT-2 with our methods, we gained substantial improvements over the
baseline classifier. This shows how text generation
can improve performance for tasks with scarce data.
Even when starting with just a few examples per
label, we were able to generate informative data
that boosted the accuracy on TREC-6 from 65% to
91% with MCTS and 88% with NGDG, on SST-2
from 73% to 83% and 78% respectively, after 8
AL runs. Even when reducing the number of examples for labeling from 50 to 20 in experiment
3, we were still able to achieve an improvement of
81% with MCTS and 80% with NGDG. This suggests the effectiveness of our approach in solving
real-world classification tasks when minimal data
is available. Moreover, with MCTS we witnessed
improvements in performance compared to NGDG
on both the TREC-6 and SST-2 datasets. MCTS
guides the growth of the tree by visiting more relevant nodes more frequently. Hence, relevancy is
increased by the paths that maximize the reward
function, those that correspond to high entropy values in our setting.
However, searching only for high entropy is
more likely to incur noise in the final output such
as ill-formed sentences or content that does not
fall under the labeling criteria. Since ill-formed
sentences are likely to incur high entropy values,
the lack of a sentence quality measure can make

MCTS prone to output meaningless sentences. For
instance, “What kind!!??”, “Which is the abbrev?”,
and “What does IQ be?” were outputs of MCTS in
the TREC-6 experiments. This point is reflected in
the lower overall number of added examples when
comparing MCTS to NGDG over the 8 AL runs.
Moreover, when MCTS over-exploits visited paths,
it can get stuck in certain sub-trees, leading it to
output examples with a high level of similarity. For
instance, “good movie” and “good movie!” are
identical examples with the only difference being
the exclamation mark ‘!’. This issue is especially
noticeable in the MCTS Uncertainty-Based experiment in Table 3, where due to the number of closely
similar examples in the output, a lower proportion
of the top 20 examples could be labeled. Hence, to
diversify the generated output, we introduced θsim
in the MCTS Diversity-Based approach.
Overall, the success of our approach relies on the
quality of the search space, which is determined by
the language model; if it performs less well, this
can result in a noisier space. Hence, in our previous
work (Sankarpandi et al., 2019), our group could
not achieve comparable results. Moreover, additional user involvement was needed to make sense
of ill-formed outputs, making the whole approach
laborious and more prone to the user’s bias.

5

Conclusion

In this paper we proposed a framework for improving a classifier’s performance with synthetic data.
We have shown in our experiments that even when
starting with just a few examples, we are able to
achieve noticeable improvements. We believe this
approach is likely to work for any domain or language so long as the language model is able to
generate meaningful output. In this work for instance, we did not need more than 20 examples to
fine-tune GPT-2 for the SST-2 experiments, or 30
for the TREC-6 experiments. We expect even better
results when more examples are provided or with
the application of an improved language model like
GPT-3. In future work, we plan to extend our approach to further improve the reward and policy
functions, and to reduce the human-labeling factor.
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